
Fusion Stereo Active Portable Stereo $300

 

Introducing the WORLDS FIRST PORTABLE WATERSPORT STEREO!

Bluetooth Audio Streaming / AM/FM Radio / USB / iPhone / Android / Weatherband* / StereoActive Available Late October 2016

Introducing the FUSIONÂ STEREOACTIVEâ„¢ -Â the world's first purpose built watersport stereo. Designed and engineered in New
Zealand by FUSION, theÂ STEREOACTIVEÂ is engineered for the ruggedness of life on the water and tuned to deliver crystal clear music
that enhances any activity.

This isnâ€™t just a standard Bluetooth speaker, this is an IPx7 rated, water resistant portable watersportÂ stereoÂ that FLOATS! Featuring
a unique FUSION PUCK mounting system that enables you to securely mount the stereo to any paddle board, kayak, canoe, dinghy or
even jacuzzi.

Take to the water this season with your full catalogue of music and streaming services, including:

12 unique voice prompts (available in 5 languages) provide audio feedback when you engage with theÂ STEREOACTIVE,Â keeping you
informed and in control of your entertainment experience.

The quality of the music is just as important as the durability of the design and it is for this reason FUSIONâ€™s expert sound engineers
worked tirelessly on the Class-D amplifier, speaker drivers, internal volume and passive radiator system to deliver audiophile-quality music
reproduction.

The dual 2.5â€  40 Watt custom-designed directional speaker system and passive radiator, is perfectly tuned for powerful audio delivery.
The long excursion directional speaker design delivers greater cut through in the outdoor environment and a more personal listening
experience.

Take control of your entertainment with FUSIONâ€™s intuitive app solutions, available for smartphone and smartwatch owners. Garmin
smartwatch owners and Apple or Android smartphone users can enjoy wireless control with the free FUSION-Link Bluetooth app, available
for download from Garmin Connect, the Apple App store or Google Play store.

Bluetooth audio streaming, enabling you to stream any popular music service from a compatible A2DP Bluetooth enabled device
With the AM/FM radio tuner you can tune in your favorite hits, with two dedicated preset keys available for your favorite stations
Stay on top of the weather with Weatherband radio - Available in North America only
Enjoy playback of MP3 media from a low profile USB flash drive whilst out on the water. A waterproof cavity is designed to provide
secure housing of the USB inside theÂ STEREOACTIVE
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